NO BUTTS ABOUT IT!
THE STEM CELL LIFT®: BUTTOCK ENHANCEMENT
UTILIZES STEM CELLS & LIPO- BODY SCULPTING
TO ENSURE A SAFE AND SCARLESS PROCEDURE WITH
NATURAL LOOKING RESULTS

(Beverly Hills, CA)- Nathan Newman, MD. who has gained a sterling, international
reputtaion for his groundbreaking Stem Cell Lift,® a scar-free, knife-free face lift that
restores a youthful appearance using the patients' own stem cells, is now offering the
Stem Cell Lift® for buttock enhancement. This innovative procedure contours, sculpts,
fills and lifts the butt. Even dimples and cellulite on the buttocks will be dramatically
improved with this procedure as the skin and tissues will become tighter and smoother.
The repositioning of the fat into the buttocks is achieved with minimal pain or recovery
time.

Here is how it works: Using an artistic lipo-sculpture technique, excess fat from the lower
back, hips, flanks (love handles), outer thighs, inner thighs and/or the area immediately
below the buttocks (banana folds) is extracted and utilized to create a shapelier and more
proportioned frame for the buttocks to enhance its appearance.
The fat is “harvested” with special instruments to keep the fat alive and intact. Next, in
Dr. Newman’s proprietary procedure, in less than an hour, the stem cells are separated
from the fat cells and concentrated. The super-charged stem cells are added to the fat to
significantly increase the number of stem cells. The stem cell-enriched fat is then injected
with special instruments in a precise and systematic fashion to contour and augment the
buttocks.
.This procedure can be done under local anesthesia. Side effects include some
soreness and swelling in the area for a few days, which usually does not require pain
medication. There is not much down time with the procedure, as most patients are able
to return to work in two to four days and resume their regular exercise routine in about
two weeks.
The Stem Cell Butt Lift® is a more comprehensive, safer and most natural way to
augment the buttocks. The fat has many advantages in that it is natural and
undetectable; it is scarless; it does not move from the area that it has been injected into,
and it feels firm but not hard. The stem cells help to maintain the volume that can be
achieved with patients' own fat.

When implants are used for buttock enhancement, it requires cutting the skin, which
leaves a scar. The buttock implants have many disadvantages including the potential for
dislodging from its position, the need to be removed in case of infection, and an
uncomfortably hard feel.
A bonus to the process of harvesting stem cells for buttock enhancement is that the
patient's stem-cell, enriched fat can also be utilized to sculpt and contour other parts of
the body, including hands, breasts and calves as well as for a Stem Cell Lift® face lift.

Dr. Newman has been researching and working with adult stem cell therapy for more
than a decade. He is now successfully utilizing his Stem Cell Lift® joint repair, with a

100% success rate in repairing damage to torn meniscus in the kness as well as
other other joint problems from age deterioration. Also, recently Dr.Newman has
given new hope to patients suffering from the little-known, but debilatating autoimmune condition, Lichen Sclerosus, which attacks both male and female
genitals, with the Stem Cell Lift®
For more information regarding Dr. Nathan Newman, please visit www.stem-cell-lift.com
or call 310-273-3344. Dr. Newman is located in Beverly Hills.
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